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Students: environment hot issue
by Amy Hudson, CPS
Students from more than 250 campuses
-almost lOpercentof the country's major
2-year and 4-year colleges—descended on
the University of North Carolina (UNC) in
Chapel H ill October 27-29 to try to start a
political movement.
"We're hoping to unify and get a stronger
movement to raise environmental activism
on campus," declared Jimmy Langman,
chairman of the Student Environmental
Action Committee at UNC.
Langman and his cohorts are aiming to
jump start the long-flagging college envi
ronmental movement, and energize it with
the kind of political urgency that character
ized student anti-apartheid, cam pus secu
rity and arms control efforts earlier in the
Many groups like Langman's have pre
viously plotted to m ake their causes into
This Year's Issue. Students from 35 col
leges, for example, congregated at the
University of New Hampshire in 1987 to
outlineaplan to transplant West Germany's
environmentalist Green Party to the United
States. Now , however, ecology groups are
getting help.

The Earth's environment is getting star
treatment in the popular culture. Once
relegated to public-television documenta
ries, the issue this year will be featured on
episodes of pr ime-time television shows
"Murphy Brown" and "Head of the Class."
Michael Stipe of REMhas recorded apublic
service announcement, to air on 1,400 col
lege radio stations, encouraging students to
get involved with the cause.
In J anuary, Time magazine named
"endangered Earth" its man of the year, and
has since featured stories about the ruin of
the Brazilian rain forest and the slaughter of
African elephants.
And on March 2 4, the Exxon Valdez
strack a re ef in Alaska's Prince William
Sound, leaking 11 million gallons of crude
°>1 into the water. It turned out to be the
worst oil spill in U.S. history, but, observ
es s ay, helped turn public attention to
environmental issue s.
"A lot of people are realizing we've
hone a really wonderful job screwing up the
khrth," said Robin Rhein, a regional coor
dinator for the "Cool It!" project, the National Wildli fe Federation's student drive
10 s'ow global warming.
&IS5F

Of course, environmental issues have
always attracted a sizable segment of the
campus activist population. In 1970, more
than 20 million people participated in Earth
Day, including students from 2,000 col
leges and universities. It was the largest
public demonstration in history.
Organizers are planning a 20th anniver
sary of Earth Day for April 22. "There will
be a greater sense of urgency this time,"
predicted Owen Byrd, national student
coordinator of Earth Day, headquartered in
Palo Alto, California.
Students are working on local campus
level, too.
Collegians at places as diverse as Cen
tral College in Iowa, Brown University in
Rhode Island and California State Univer
sity in Sacramento have mounted drives to
force their schools toreplace foam cups and
plates that are madeof polystyrene—whose
manufacture, they say, requires the release
of chlorofluorocarbons that, in turn, de
plete the ozone layer in the upperreaches of
the atmosphere — with other substances.
Most campuses now have some kind of
recycling program in place, student activ
ists say.
"The environmental movement is not
only an issue for 1989 and 1990, but for the
decade," claimed Julianne Marley, presi
dent of the United States Student Associa
tion (USSA) in Washington, D.C.
"People are finally starting to realize
we're responsible and that we have to do
something about it," mused Holly Mehl,
who helped start Central College's first
environmental group two years ago.
Others see the environment replacing
other issues — at least momentarily —
because there's a sense that individual ef
forts will help, said Ken Hoover, chairman
of the political science department at Westem Washington University. Students, he
said, can easily see when a forest is com
pletely cleared.
Not everyone thinks oil spills, droughts,
and repeated warning about the Green
house Effect will cause students to put the
environment at the top of their list.
"Not to diminish the environment, but
there's still a whole lot going on," main
tained Ray Davis, of the Student Coalition
against Apartheid and Racism (SCAR) in
Washington, D.C. Racial tensions and
military-funded
research, he said, are
higher on many students' lists of political
causes. *>
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"Chief" Mueller remembered
On November 12, 1989 Hans Kurt
Mueller, husband of state representative
Anne Mueller, died at St. Joseph's Hos
pital a t the age of 63. Mr. M ueller was
better known to the campus as "Chief'
for he was head of ASC security since
January 1982. Chief Mueller was bornin
Germany and had live in the U.S. for 61
years. Before settling in at ASC, Chief
had served in the Navy during World
War II an d was a special agent of the
Treasury Department.
He was a member of Windsor Forest
Baptist Church, Savannah Rose Society,
Peace Officers Association, National His
toric Railway Society and the Georgia

Association of Chiefs of Police as well
as
being a Mason.
He is survived by his wife; a son,
Mark Mueller of Savannah; two daugh
ters, Mrs. Heide Spivey of Savannahand
Mrs. Yvonne Key of Cumming; eight
grandchildren, a niece and three nephew.
His funeral was held at 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday November 15, 1989 at
Windsor Forest Baptist Church.
During his 7 years of service to ASC,
Chief Muellermade many improvements
in campus security and kept it running
smoothly and efficiently. The students
and staff of Armstrong are going to miss
him. •

SGA treasurer resigns
On November 14, Student Government
Association treasurer Robert Creech read
his letter of resignation to the SGA Senate,
citing conflicts with his duties in the Navy
ROTC as resons for him resigning his of
ficeRobert Spaulding, president of SGA,
stated that theoffice will be filled by theend
of the quarter. Since the 1990-91 SGA
budget must be completed in the winter
quarter, it would be best for anew treasurer
to have the Christmas break to prepare for
the task of writing the budget.
Spaulding isresponsible for finding and
appointing a interim treasurer, but the sen

ate must approve the candidate by a twothirds vote. The new treasurer will serve
until the new SGA officers are elected
during the March 5 & 6 balloting.
Seeing a conflict with his increasing
military duty and upcoming commission in
the Navy, Creech felt that it was in thebest
interest to the students for him to resign.
Creech ran unopposed in last winter's SGA
elections.
Spaulding was disappointed with this
turn o f events, but he is confident that a
qualified replacement will be found before
the end of the quarter. •
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EDITORIAL

Racist football poster stretches point
I know I have gone overboard in my
examples, butIfeel that those who objected
to the poster have also. The poster was
A few weeks ago a poster caused abig innocently designed by the NCAA, a na
uproar at Georgia Southern. An innocent tional organization, not a bunch of people
poster designed by the National Collegiate from Forsyth county. The poster is promot
Athletics Association (NCAA) to promote ing football in the NEW South, the South
the upcoming NCAA I-A A playoffs, which which has grown tremendously since the
will be held at Georgia Southern, was 1800s.
deemed to have racist undertones and
Look around. Today's South is becom
banned from being sold in Statesboro.
ing high tech, big industry, and a leader in
The poster featured two silhouetted communications. Atlanta is becoming a
football players facing each other in front big city in the national scheme of things in
of an oak grove. In the space between the more ways than can be counted on your
oak grove was aclassic southern plantation fingers. The South is growing in new
house, and the slogan placed at the top of directions. Why would anybody even think
the poster read"The Drive to Dixie." This that a poster would promote slavery in
of course conjures racial images.
todays society?
According to one of the complainants,
Iknow racism continues to be a prob
by Art Brooks
the poster connotes areturn to theold South lem, but we need to continue with the
thus a return to slavery. All this from a gradual change that can be seen ov er the
It is not too early to begin compiling
twentieth century poster designed by a last 30 years. While we should leant from
your wish list for Christmas. Here's mine.
national organization to promote football. the cruelty and horrors of the past, we
1. That the book store can be moved into
I can see how those w ho complained shouldn't eliminate everything thatslightly
the gym during the time students must
about the poster may be able to get their suggests racism and slavery o
t anyone. We purchase textbooks.
meaning out of it, but
Ithink they're stretch- would be tearing down everything that we
2. ThatArmstrongwillrestorethewomen's
ing it — which is what I tell my English have built up over the years to make us
swimming team. After all, they had a
professors on occasions when they say a proud of the South because something is
winning season last season.
poem about arose and a worm is about sex. always going to offend someone.
3. That Armstrong's public relations de
Iguess this means we actually should go
Most imporatantly we don't needto teach
partment will step up its coverage of the
raze all the old plantation house across the new generations how to read racism into
college, especially the faculty achievements.
state. Come to think of it, we need to
cover everything, but instead teach them to read.
Why doIhave this knot in my stomach that
all the farms with a ni ce layer of cement Teach them to continue to improve upon
Armstrong willbe lost once Georgia Southsince seeing fields of crops may remind the faultsof their precursors. Teach them to
em
becomes the key to the university sys
someone of farming, triggering a synapse make the world a better place.
tem.
which reminds them of the old South and
Ancient symbols in a poster should be
4. That Armstrong will field a football
slavery.
ignored not infered. •
team next season.
by Ron Speir, Jr.
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Armstrong is very negligent inthis matter.
8. That Lane Library will receive a higher
budget allocation than the one it now has,
9. That more able-bodied students will join
the ROTC & Naval ROTC. The trainingis
the best, and the benefits are many,
10. That the faculty will receive pay raises
as befits their years of studyand experience
in teaching here at Armstrong.
11. That you will pray for someonewhois
lonely.

12. Pray for peace in the world.
13. Be reconciled with an "enemy,"
14. That we all will meditateon the home
less.
15. That we will say, "I'm sorry" to some
one we have hurt.
16. That we will all takea deep breathofair
and thank God for creation.
17. That we will all console ht ose whoare
5. That more co-eds will say "Thank you,"
mourning.
if you hold a door open for them.
18. That we will remember those who®
6. That more students will turn out to watch
unemployed.
the excellent baseball team that the college
19. That we will all think quietly for five
has.
minutes about the people we love.
7. That steps will be taken to establish a
Have a wonderful break for c lasses
nealth clinic for students suddenly taken ill.
Come back determined to dobetter. Weall
t will entail having a doctor on the staff, but
can you know. •

More comments on Lane Library needs

To the Editor,

I would just like to express a few comC°"Cerningthe ^"le on
Lan"e Lib/
Lane Library by Don Newman in the

NovembeMi 1989 issue of the Inkwell
hat surprised me themost was thelibrary' s
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Armstrong students attend. The ty P'ci
Armstrong student hasn't the spare timet1
watch the movies, comedians, etc. that®
booked and paid for with Student Activit]
Fees. The Student Activity Fees collet®
over a three quarter period are pushing
$200,000. This money could be b elli-'
spent by purchasing a much needed cop'eI
or even another computer to aid inr£
searching material for term papers items
the library desperately needs Student
Activity Fees should be spent on w orth
while projects that are beneficial to ^
majority of students.
In all seriousness, what Lane LibraT
really needs is arich benefactor like Do"
Trump of Lee Iacocca. I'm sure they h®'
a few million to spare and be sides,
donation could be used asa tax deducM"1
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Senior/Political Scie"c
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Environment issues important
by Dec Shurling

Earth Oav" Every Day

'I II "

Wake up and smell the air
by Ron Speir, Jr.
There is a s erious problem that lurks
behind the shroud of the invisible air in
Savannah. Even though its not visible, it
can easily be sensed — smelled to be exact.
The hydrogen sulfide that is emitted from
Union Camp is a much more serious
problem than Union Camp would have
Savannians believe.
Union Camp is not the only culprit, but
they d o account for 50% of the heavily
polluted air in Chatham county. In fact,
according to an Environmental Protection
Agency report (The Toxics Release
Inventory, 1987), Savannah ranks as the 16
worst county in the nation in total TRI air
emissions, and Chatham county ranks
number 17 in the largest TRI discharges to
surface water.
The problem is not as small as one is led
to believe. Savannah is the most heavily
industrialized area in the state of Georgia,
yet nothing is done to improve our serious
air quality problem. In fact, there is an
attempt to build a incinerator for hazardous
medical waste in West Chatham county or
in nea rby Richmond Hill. This will
obviously not improve the quality of our
air, especially the smell since such
incinerators produce a "horrible" odor.
The hydrogen sulfide that is released
from Union Camp is just as toxic as
hydrogen cyanide. "These toxic compounds
Poison the human body by binding to the
enzyme cytochrome oxidase, thus
interfering with the utilization of oxygen
by cells," according to Dr.John D. Northup
°f Citizens for Clean Air, an organization
of priv ate citiz ens trying to bring about
change in the stagnant world of government
restrictions. "In other words, at high
concentration, hydrogen sulfide causes
death by asphyxiation." The second highest
emitted compound released byUnion Camp,
methyl mercaptan, is carcinogenic.

Kraft Paper Mill in the world.
The local government, state government,
and national government are simply not
doing anything to reduce this hazard. No
laws are being passed and enforced to stop
these emissions. The governments do not
want to upset this big industry, which is a
staple in the Savannah economy. The state
officials are well courted by the company
— ex-governor George Busbee was
appointed to the board ofdirectors for Union
Camp almost immediately after leaving
office. Ronald Reagan almost eliminated
any laws restricting industry for
environmental purposes.
Money is the bottom line. As long as
Union Camp worries about making big
profits, as long as Governors are given
post-term jobs (Busbee wasn't the only
one), as long as Savannahians hesitate to
make improvements, the air will continue
to be polluted by the possible hazardous
and always smelly emissions from the likes
of Union Camp.
Union Camp Corporation, which is based
out of Wayne, New Jersey (no its not
Savannah's company), is currently starting
to make improvement, but more likelythey
have found that can save more money by
installing the new system, which is more
animated.
No one is really sure how harmful the air
pollution in Savannah is. Some people
blame their health problems on the
chemicals pumped into our air and surface
water. Remember Marie Curie and her
husband died from exposure to radiation
before it wasdiscovered that it was harmful,
but why wait until scientist tell us the bad
news.
Savannah's industries need to be more
responsible to the community and to
themselves by making plausible
improvements in preventing the pollution
they create. Governments need to show
strength in not bowing out to money. After
all, our government was created for the
people not the businesses.
Understand that change begins with the

The technology is available to reduce
fhe Total Reduced Sulfuremissions by 88%
ftUnion Camp, which is the worlds largest individual.

*•*

There are several environmental prob
lems that are of special concern to the
Savannah area. Two of these problems,
which have also come to t he attention of
national organizations such asGreenpeace,
are the proposed restart of nuclear reactors
at the Savannah River Plant (SRP) and the
proposed construction of an incinerator for
hazardous waste inTaylor County. Both of
these issues have been in the news forquite
some time, but recent developments war
rant an update on the situations.
Citizens oppose the restart of SRP reac
tors because they claim the facilities are old
and unsafe. According toGreenpeace, "this
irresponsible and unnecessary plan [reac
tor restart] could lead to an environmental
catastrophe."
Cheryl Jay, chairperson for Coastal
Citizens for a Clean Environment (CCCE)
recently attended a tour of SRP, along with
various members of Greenpeace and sev
eral reporters. "We were supposed to go to
the high level waste tank area, probably the
most dangerous place in the plant," Jay
explained. "Just before we went in there
was an announcement that there had been
an accident there the day before, and a
small amount of plutonium was released.
Officials told us that they had cleaned it up,
but if anyone did not want to go, the whole
group should not go. We discussed it and
decided it would be OK, then the officials
said that there would be a press release
concerning the incident. The members of
Greenpeace felt that the release would be
used to play down the fact that plutonium
was released by showing that members of
environmental groups felt it wassafe enough
to go into the facility. We decided not to
go."
The reactor restart is planned for the fall
of 1990. "CCCE feels the environmental
impact statement, which will not be ready
by this time, should be completed before
restart. Representative Lindsey Thomas is
helping to push for that." Jay is also upset
that the reactors don't have containment
domes, a feature that all nuclear power
plants must have. "Are we more expend
able than the people who live around nu
clear power plants? The government
shouldn't have special privileges that in
dustry doesn't."
A pamphlet from Greenpeace states,'The
SRP reactors are an appalling and deadly
mess — if they were held to the standards
applied to thecommercial nuclear industry,
the reactors would be immediately and
permanently shut."
Jay noted that some improvements in
the safety of SRP are being made. "A plant
is being built to turn the radioactive waste
from a liquid to a solid form.This is asafer
method of storage, but of course there is no
way to make the waste less radioactive."
The organization is not resigned to the
fact thatrestart will occur, and ademonstra
tion is planned for December 9,1:00 to4:00
p.m. in Rousakis Plaza. "The demonstra

tion is being called 'Beans Not B ombs',"
Jay reported. 'The idea is to build a struc
ture out of 2,300 cans of beans, with each
can representing 10 bombs in our nuclear
arsenal. These beans will be donated for
the presentation and afterwards will be given
to local charity groups tofeed needy people."
"The purpose of this is to give people an
idea of just how many nuclear bombs we
now have, and to convey the idea that
millions of dollars arc spent on them while
people go hungry."
Donations of beans or money to buy
beans arestill being taken at 1825 E.Gwin
nett St., and the number to call for more
information is 236-7034.
As with the restart of the reactor, plans
for the construction of the Taylor County
incinerator are going along as proposed,
but not without dissension from citizens.
Environmental groupsoppose construction
of the facility because they c laim it will
eliminate the incentive for industry to de
crease production of toxic w aste and will
also threaten air and groundwater quality.
According to Carol Williams, spokes
person for Environmental Community
Action, another site study has been author
ized. "We anticipate that this study will
show thesite to beacceptable. Once thesite
is approved, imminent domain will begin.
This is the process by which the state con
demns property because it isneeded for the
good of the state and buys out the people
who live there." Although the plant is not
due to begin operation until 1993, the site
study is planned for January, and imminent
domain can be expected to begin shortly
after the first of the year.
Williams' group was one of the sponsers for t he recent Environmental Forum,
an opportunity forgubernatorial candidates
to relate their views on environmental is
sues. Although Environmental Commu
nity Action is a non-profit organization and
therefore prohibited from making endorse
ments, Williams did share some of her
views about the forum itself.
"The forum was a political game, alot of
'If elected I will...' However, it does show
the power of the people, because they
wouldn't be discussing the environment if
citizens had not made it an issue."
"Anyone can say the right things in an
election year. We like tocall this 'environ
mental vote wooing.' But this race is not
going to be hardfor the voters to figure out,
because four of the candidates, Roy Bar
nes, Johnny Isakson, Zell Miller, and Lau
ren McDonald are now in the state legisla
ture. Any citizen can obtain thepast voting
records of the legislators and pay attention
to the upcoming legislative session."
"The candidates for lieutenant governor
seem like a better bet than the candidates
for governor, they a ppear more informed
and committed and less political. I do n't
believe that a politician has to have all the
answers before going into office. If a
person is honest and willing to learn, they
should not bedisregarded because thedon' t
know about the issue. It is the people's job
to educate them." •
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Just say no, to styrofoam
nance, is quoted as saying
by Tricia Podmore noble to discontinue useof styrofoanic
but their usage was only a fraction of I
The environment — the world in which the fast food restaurantsaround thecamn
use in their daily sales." Stegall statedtbl
we jive — destruction or construction is an
issue that every American should concern he is in favor of arecycling rpogram, and "if
themselves with because if the destruction the students do not want st yrofoam cups
continues further generations become heirs used on ASC's campus; the y w on't be
to a wasteland. There are many facets to used," but he feels that a st udent referen
environmental problems and solutions. dum should resolve the issue.
There are alternatives to the nonbiode
These facets are acid rain, global warming
and the greenhouse effect, water pollution, gradable cups now used onASC's campus,
air pollution, and landfills. Closer to home One main alternative is the biodegradable
one needs to only drive the state roads to see paper cup. This cup is made of n atural
wood fiber and it decomposes much the
littering.
Have you ever wondered what happens same as rotting wood or sawdust N otonly
to the styrofoam cup you drank your coffee is it ofno threat to the environment, butifit
from this morning? Ignoring the pollutants is dropped carelessly along the road as liter
from the manufacturers who produce the it becomes a beneficial part of the s oil
cups, this article will deal with the impact micelles. The cup in decomposing bethis common item has on the environment. comes a part of the soil which helps hold
The styrofoam cup is produced for pe nutrients and moisture. Whetherbesidethe
troleum and is nonbiodegradable. This road or in a land fill, the paper cup decom
means that when it is discarded whether in poses the same, but a plus is t hat it can be
landfill or along the road as litter it decom recycled.
poses very slowly, unlike natural wood
There are many products which have
fiber. The major method of decomposition recycling capabilities. Glass bottles which
is by ultraviolet rays from the sun. It breaks are essentially sand, canbe recycled,crashed
down into simpler materials which have no and returned to the environment, or made
benefits to the environment. This also reusable. Instead of disposable diapers a
means that if the cup is not exposed to the good dependable diaper service is just as
needed sunlight for decomposition the cup cost effective. Aluminum cans are already
could last for a very long time, not quite an being recycled which is a ben efit to our
eternity. This is acommon characteristic of environment, perhaps othermetal products
many everyday items used by Americans. could be recycled. The key factor of recy
A prime example is the disposable diaper, cling is that if it were made profitable for
which takes 300 years to decompose.
companies the desire to recycle w ould
The question of why the styrofoam cup become much stronger.
is used is quite simple. This typo of cup is
Senator Sam Nunn's WashingtonD.C.
far superior to the biodegradable paper cup. office stated, "the senate is inundated with
Americans want hot coffee, and they want environmental bills and issues." The capi
that coffee to stay hot as long as possible.
tal is aware that th ere is a grave environ
The question then is the destruction of the
mental problem and work is being doneto
environment worth hot coffee?
combat the problem. The EPS Washington
Lynn Klien, public relations manager
D.C. office "is not concerned with citizen
"KT u°rgia Pacific CorPorate offices states: outcry, butonly deals withenforcingpolicy
No, hot coffee to ourcompany is not worth
upon corporate America." The United States
the risk to our environment." She stated
office of Agriculture stated," it is notour
that "the use of paper cups is the only
department so we do not handle environ
disposable cup used in their corporate ofmental issues."
ices and made it clear that they do not
The question every American should
manufacture the cups, but do supply the
ask themselves is : "Am I a pollutant with
raw product to make the paper biodegradthe products I choose to use in daily lift'
The only way to stop the destruction isto
The University of Georgia has also taken
begin construction of changed standardsa stand for the environment by refusing to
Is the beautiful earth worth coffee kept hot
use styrofoam cups on their cipuf John
longer
by styrofoam cups? *
Stegall, vice president for business an fi

McDonalds

for ASC students
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Drugless, Ya'll's war on drugs
by Amy Cooler

The war on drugs is one cause that a ll
antidrug individuals should take part in,
and the students of Armstrong entered the
war last spring. An organization named
Drugless,Ya'll has been formed and is a
federally-funded program in which thestate
provides the necessary cash for the battle.
The name of this organization speaks
Department, says that" the library should
for itself, in the sense that the students in
nourish the college by feeding it scholarly,
Georgia careabout othersand want to help.
but we have to protect it."
It's the "southern hospitality" of the stu
Many departments such as the English dents at Armstrong and the four other
Department already have their own form of Georgia colleges thatcreated their involve
a weeding out system. So every book or ment in this all-out war on drugs.
journal ordered goes through a thorough
Armstrong, Valdosta, Columbus, Kenweeding out system in the department. nesaw, and Georgia State are the five col
When the order for material reaches the leges that have formed this league to pro
library, thematerial is deemed necessary to mote drug-free campuses acrossthe state of
the department.
Georgia. Each of the five colleges hasadDennis said that no policy like the fac ministered random drug and alcohol sur
ulty would like to see implemented will be veys throughout their school. The survey
initiated. According to Dennis, only a will provide a set of statistics for each
small number of materials are pulled, and school that will determine the areaof prob
they are the ones which all academic librar lem, if any at all
, with drugs. If the statistics
ies weed out. He said that if a student needs of a college in this League results in any
material which the library does not have kind of drug-alcohol problem on their
then one can order it through interlibrary campus, they may then develop govern
loan. This year the lib
rary hasplaced a limit ment-funded programs providing aid for
of 5 interlibrary loans per undergraduate. the students.
Dennis states that the lib
rary, especially the
Few people realize that thousands o f
first floor is experiencing a crowding with college students areseriously injured ordie
space becoming scarce.
each yearin drug-alcohol related accidents,
The library does send out a standard or the fact that 30% of coll
ege studentshave
letter to all departments stating that materi tried cocaine. These figures are appalling
als that have been pulled are placed on a
bookshelf inthe backroom, and faculty are
invited to come and seeif they want any of
in Georgia to adopt the all video format
the material. But the materials which have
by Mike Bowman through the use of the Advent-System on a
been weeded out are not mentioned. Al
curved screen instead of the film format of
though Dennis said that only a few materi
Armstrong students have alot to look the other institutions. The Advent-System
als are weeded out, he stated that his sta
ff is
forward to this winter at studio A
." Numer was replaced by the V-Star system in 1984
too limited to take the time to list, accord
ous improvements have been made on the , and the V-Star system was a state-of-theing to department, the materials being
'ole talkie-house, and with the additions of art system for that time. The attendance per
pulled, so the standard lette
r is all hecan do.
a new projector, an enhanced stereosound show back in 1984 numbered anywhere
Dennis reiterated the fact that faculty is
system, anda slew of top movies, everyone from 35 to 40 people. .Harris hopes to beat
called in when doubt arises as to the obso should come through the u pcoming cold
this attendanceaverage this coming quarter
lescence, superseded, or duplicate copies. winter with a warm heart.
with the use of the new projector .
For Dennis, doubt arises when he is not
The new G.E. Imager 110 video projec
The upcoming film season, which spans
comfortable with dealing the material. tor replaces the old V-Star system, which
from January to April, includes such hits
Dennis said that his door is always open to had deteriorated to the point that the light
as: Skin Deep, Pet Semetary, JaggedEdge,
people who have concerns over the library. guns had worn out. A1 Harrisof theStudent
and Who Framed Roger Rabbit. Any stu
TheEnglish department recently talked with Activities Office is very proud of the new
dents interested in futurefilm selections are
Dennis and have his assurance to be con projector, and he has high hopes for an encouraged to contact Sandy Schuman of
tacted when material falls under the first increased utilization of the facility this
the Visual and Performing Arts Committee
three items of the weeding out policy.
winter.
of the College Union Board or the Student
With the new masters programs under
In 1979 Armstrong was the first school A c t i vi t i e s O f f i c e . •
Georgia Southern University, the library
Oo You Want VISA A M asterCard A GARSEAU .Student Services
will be even more pressed for space. Den
PO BOX 130336 SUNRISE PL 33313
Credit Cards?
nis and faculty members see the only solu
No* You can have two o' the most fecogni/eci an accepted ced-i
cards m the wo'ld VISA" a nd MasterCartT credit cards "m you' i Yl<\'
*
t want ViSAVMasierCard"
tion to the problem of space asmore budd
name' EVEN ir YOU APE NEW IN CREDIT or HAVE BEEN
' credit cards. Enclosed lind Si500 wh»ch is
TURNED DOWN BEFORE'
I
100%
refundable
d
not
approved immediately
ing space. However, no plans are in the

Weeding out in Lane Library
by Lisa Catron
Recently Lane Library sent out a copy
to faculty, and this
policy has gotten the attention of everyone
on campus. According to E. Jack Dennis,
the head of Lane Library, the wedding
policy is needed to "maintain the health or
quality of the collection." In a recent copy
of th e policy circulated on campus the
decision to wit hdraw materials including
periodicals, jo urnals, and books may be
basedon anumber of considerations, which
encompass the following:
1. O bsolescence
2. Superseded edi tions, with careful ex
amination to ensure the content of the
new edition incorporates information in
prior versions.
3. Duplicate copies; circulation records are
reviewed to ensure that multiple copies are
not warranted by use.
4. Space li mitations sometimes dictate
replacing bound periodicals with micro
film
5. Ephemeral materials, such as pamphlets,
are ge nerally imappropriate for an aca
demic collection.
6. Wor n or badly damaged volumes
7. Lo st items which are out of print
At the bottom of the policy it states that
"faculty are routinely consulted when doubt
exists a s to the need for an item in the
collection." Despite this sentence, thepolicy
has generated fac ulty concern, especially
in the first three areas.
Several departments are concerned that
if the library does not experience "doubt"
things will betossed. A main concern of the
faculty is that the library staff may not have
the e xpertise in picking out just what is
truly obsolete or superseded. Many of the
faculty would likethe library to implement
apolicy of informing adepartment when an
item is going to pulled off the shelf for one
of the first three items and allowing a des
ignated faculty member of that department
to come over and review the material in
order to see if it warrants being pulled. As
Dr. Roger Warlick, head of the History
Department, puts it"we don't want to take
over management o f the library because
we're not q ualified, but we [the faculty]
would like to be consulted before anything
of its "weeding policy"

happens."

and the Drugless, Ya'll objective is to
create an awareness of the drug problem on
college campus.
Armstrong andDrugless, Ya'll go hand
in hand with measures of drug prevention.
Armstrong adheres strictly to its drug and
alcohol policy and has just recently en
forced it upon four students living in the
dorms. Furtherinformation onASC's policy
can be found within the Drugless,Ya'll
pamphlet.
The organization teaches methods of
recognizing drug-users and then teaches
methods of intervention . Armstrong also
has a campus c ounseling center staff that
can help you plan intervention, or they can
offer support for any person with a dr ug
problem. Drugless, Ya'll also explains
your responsibility when planning or at
tending any party.
Drugless,Ya'll is doing everything it
can to provide students with the cold facts
involved with chug and alcohol intake. They
have presented s kits during CHAOS, and
are p lanning to exhibit films to increase
awareness of the drug problem. ASC stu
dents will soonbe promoting this organiza
tion all over campus in the form of shirts,
bumper stickers, and pins.
The studentsof Armstrong and the four
other colleges deserve tremendous credit.
They realize this is a war that needs the
support of all people. The state officials
cannot win this war alone, but through
economic help from the state, studentscan
join the war. Here at Armstrong we have
already started. •

Studio A improves for winter

works to expand Lane Library.
Right now the Lane Library is undergo
ing an inventory, which has not been done
for over ten years. The library is also in the
process of placing its card catalog and cir
culation system on a computer system.
Although only a few materials are
weeded out, students should be aware that

The original idea for the policy of
notifying a d epartment that something is
going to be pulled came from Dr. Ed
Wheeler, he ad of the Mathematics and
Computer Science Department,but most of
such a policy does exist.
the faculty agree that suchapolicy is needed.
Dr. Robert St rozier, head of the English

•

VISA* and MasterCard* the cred" cants I
you deserve and need lo« * ID * BOOKS I * DEPARTMENT STORES * TUITION I NAME
• ENTERTAINMFN' • EMFRC.t NC* CASH
* TICKETS * RESTAURANTS
* HOTELS • GAS * CAR RENTALS
* REPAIRS • AND TO BUH.0
YOUR CREDIT RATING'

I
I

I CITY
G U A R A N T EE D !
GOLD CARD
V I S A / M A S T E R CA R D
GUARANTEED ISSUE
OA MONEY BACK
SOC SECURITY •
Approval absolutely
guaranteed so Huny HI'
out this ca'd today
You' ced't cards are wa-nng'
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'Black Health Care" telecast

Ebony & Ivory
Dear Ebony and Ivory,
I date a guy who can only think from one
weekend to the next. All he wants to do is
drink! Not only that, I found out thathe has
paid a visit to another girl on more than one
occasion. Luckily she is not interested. It
would not b e so bad if he did not live with
me. Am I crazy ? Should I k ick him o ut?

not like what he is doing, then why do you
insist on being with him? He is not worth
the headache, neither is he worth interfer
ing with school. Dump him honey and put
your energy into something that will oc
cupy your time and not
waste it!!!
** *

A national telecommunications forum will be moderated by George Strait A fir
entitled " The State of Black Health Care" News Medical Correspondent. Theagend
will be broadcast Wednesday, December 6, will include Black lifestyles such as
1989 in Jenkins Hall at Armstrong State stance abuse, poor nutrition and enviro
College from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. This mental stress. It will continue with thear"
telecast, sponsored by Armstrong's Health of access and delivery such as health c®
Careers Opportunity Program, will explore availability and the agenda will wind m
the economic, social, and educational fac- discussion
•" on u
~uu education andprevenhealth
tors which havecontributed to limited access tion to include health maintenance and
and the increased incidence of cancer, behavior modification.
infant mortality, and homicide among Black
We urge faculty, staff, and students to
Americans.
attend this most compelling telecast. O ur
Statics show that each year an esti goal is to expose you to the pr oblems,
mated 60,000 Black Americans suffer pre discuss the frontline programs th at a re
ventable deaths. While other Americans working towards a solution and examine
expect to live longer, Blacks are actually how we as community leaders, healthcare
experiencing a decline in life expectancy. professionals, educators, clergymen and
Through education, community outreach health care recipients can implement our
and preventive health care, this pattern of own successful programs. The health of
decline can be controlled and eventually Black Americans is so deplorable that it is
prevented. The national telecast will fea worthy of our effort, attention and commit
ture a distinguished panel of experts and ment. •

J

Dear Ebony and Ivory,
Sincerely,
I have a problem! Since coming to ASC, I
Hangin' with ' M
have been troubled by a series of personal
experiences that havecaused me many hours
Dear Hangin'
of lost sleep. On several occasions I have
Girlfriend put him out!!! Only if what you been approached by homosexual men who
say is true. Make sure you have the facts! have propositioned me. Is there any author
If he drinks from one weekend to the next ity at Armstrong whichis designed to handle
and it is causing problems — especially such a problem?
with school — definitely put him ou t!!!
Sincerely,
** *
Straight!
Dear Ebony and Ivory,
It's me again. Recently I found out that my Dear Straight,
boyfriend slept with another girl. He even Refer to Dr. Buck, Vice President of stu
denied it when I asked him, and his friends dent affairs. Buck is the official respon
covered for him. Everyone knows ourbusi sible for the welfare of students. Depend
ness. He tells his friends everything!!! ing on the type of propositions you have
A
Hoc koon
ASC
has been invited to nominate one~
what do I do?
received by t hese men, their actions could minority student for the Washington
be considered as a breach of the student Center's second annual Minority Leaders
Sincerely,
code of conduct listed in the Student's Fellowship Program. This ten-week interMe the Competionee Illustrated page 30 section 3b. Feel free to ship and seminar program will help minor
set up an appointment with Dr. buck to ity college students define their leadership
Dear Comp,
discuss your problem.
abilities through a variety of hands-on in
Last week we told you to dribble this dude
ternship experiences and academic work
down the court. This week we suggest a
Love,
shops. The program is to held in Washing
slam dunk! Then foul him out! If you d o
Ebony & Ivory
ton, D.C. from June 1 to August 10, 1990.

Minority fellowship available

THE GOURMET
NOSE ITS TRUFFLES.

•

... .

Fifty students will be selected as the 1990
class of Fellows.
To eligible to apply for this program you
must meet certain qualifications.
For more information concerning the
fellowship and qualificationss stop by your
Dean's office and pick up an application,
Applications and supporting documenls
must be received by December 15,1989.*>

Back by popular demand...

We're proud to serve you the freshest and finest of
everything - homemade soups, crisp gard en salads, and our
delicious French bread sandwiches. Or try our specialties
- gourmet pizzas, grilled se afood, and south of th e border
dishes. And with lunches starting at $2.95 and dinner at
$7.95, no one nose great food at a terrific price likeTruffles

tty/r
-X \ CAFK

!-»• e.

m

110% discount for ASC students with valid student
lunch anc Dinner at £ea F ine<s center - f liltcn fleac klanc
anc The Frc irenace at Cgle thcrpe Mall - Savannah

II

Lunch time
extravaganza
A mini Pizza and soft drink
for only $1.89 or trip througl
our lunch buffet with Pizza,
Pasta, Garlic Bread, Salad,
and Soft Drink for only $2.79
Available only at our
Abercorn store, just sout
Armstrong. Good fron
11.30am till 1:30pm wit
your Armstrong ID.
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Lane Library presents.
Lane Library not a dead end

photo by C. Elizabeth Rodgers, SPS

Teachers become students

Recently, twelve faculty and staff mem
bers atten ded a two-part Word Perfect
Workshop in Gamble 107. The workshop,
sponsored by Ric hard Nordquist and Gre
gory Ford, was designed to introduce fac
ulty and staff members to the newest com
puter lab on campus, the campus computer
network, and one of the most popular word
processing applications on the market.
Word Perfect's popularity is increasing
on this campus. Currently, Word Perfect is
found in the academic computing labs and
classrooms, but as the entire campus is
integrated int o the campus network, it is
possible that Word Perfect will become the

primary word processing application of
administrative offices.
If you are a faculty or staff member and
you want an introduction to Word Perfect,
the next workshop will be held on Decem
ber 18 and 19, from 1:00 to 3:00 pm, in
Gamble 107. Accessing Word Perfect,
typing, editing, saving, and printing a docu
ment will be presented the first day. The
Mail Merge function and sorting a data file
will be presented on the second day. Class
size is limited to 12 members. Call Greg
Ford in Academic Computing (5342) to
make your reservations. •>

What can you do when Lane Library
does not own the one book you need? Or
you have found a perfect article for your
topic and Lane Library does not own the
journal? You have not yet reached a dead
end. You still have places to turn.
The reference librarians can help you
find out if another library in Savannah
owns that book or journal. Savannah State
College, the pubic library, and the Memo
rial Medical Center Library are just across
town, and they may have just what you
need.
But if the item you need cannot be found
in the city of Savannah, don't despair. You
can request it through the interlibrary loan.
This means Lane Library will borrow the
item from another library for you. Lane
Library is a member of a computer network
with most of the libraries in the United
States; via this network, we can identify
which libraries own a book, and ask to
borrow a book or a photocopy of the article.
Of course, we need to have exact informa
tion to send aninterlibrary loan request, but

AIAA meeting Dec. 1 at 1:00
For everyone interested in flight or space
vehicles. Come to Solms Microcomputer Lab.

Apple Computer
and
AC3 Computer...

With Macintosh
you can even do this:
File I
3SN

Near
Open...
Close

m

Saue fls...
Print...

m

Quit

Macintosh;'computers have
always been easy to use. But they ve
never been this easy to < >wn.
Presenting The Macintc ish Sale.
Through January 31. you can save
hundreds of dollars on a variety
of .Apple" Macintosh computers and
peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle
for an ordinarv PC. With The

ASC Bookstore
• r rn

C 1%1> Apple Computer. In< -spe. theAppie

Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with
much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money

all you have to do is fillout a form giving us
the author, title, and all the publication
information.
Once we identify the item, and find out
which libraries own it, we send a request
through the network to five different librar
ies (each has five days to respond). Larger
university libraries, which own more schol
arly and unusual items, receive hundreds of
requests a day from all over the country.
The University of Georgia or Georgia State
University may say, yes, they will beable to
supply the item, but it takes time to process
the request. The whole interlibrary loan
process, from entering the request into the
computer to receiving die item in the mail,
can take up to two weeks to complete.
When your information search hits a
dead end, the interlibrary loan system lets
you explore many other libraries. So if you
can't find it, ask a reference librarian about
the possibilities of interlibrary loan. Just
remember these limits: you must know
exactly what you need and plan for the time
required. •>

would like to give you a Christmas present?
Now through January 31 you can save even
more off the already discounted student
prices on the Macintosh systems.
For more information and a free Apple Mug come by the book
store:

On:
Time:

November 30
10:00 AM -- 2:00 PM
BRING THIS AD TO RECEIVE
YOUR FREE GIFT.
(While supplies last)

The Macintosh Sale.
Now through January 31.

- Macinto

sh an' revered rrcuimurks of .Apple C omputer. Inc.

COMPUTING PRODUCTS CENTER
10010 ABERC0RN STREET, SAVANNAH, GEORGIA 31406
TELEPHONE (912)927-6802
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Abortion debate comes to ASC
by Chris Foster
An abortion debate was h eld on No
vember 9 by the Armstrong Slate College
Union Board at the Health Professions
Building. The topic for the debate was
whether theGeorgia State Assembly should
restrict or abolish the practice of abortions
in the state of Georgia.
Representing the side of Pro-Life was
the Reverend Allan Bosson, pastor of the
Southside Baptist Church and Judy Eckberg, a spokesperson for Right to Life or
ganization. On the side of Pro-Choice was
the Rabbi David Ostrich, a board member
for Planned Parenthood, and the Reverend
Andrew Summers, a Pastoral counselor
and a marriage and family therapist. The
moderator for the debate was Dr. John
Kearne of the Armstrong Department of
Government.
The debate began with Bosson ex
plaining the four reasons f or the Pro-Life
argument. His first point was that the Bible
teaches the doctrine of life at conception.
He cited several passages from the Bible,
including Isaiah 44:24 and Jeremiah 1:5.
His second point was that the medical
community supports the belief of life at
conception. His next point was one of the
philosophical viewpoint of life at concep
tion. Here Bosson made several references
to Hitler, Marx,and Stalin, pointing out that
we do not want another situation like the
Holocaust of World War II. His forth and
final point for the Pro-Life argument of life
at conception was that of the social point of
view.
Ostrich then took the floor to give the
audience the Pro-Choice arguments. Os
trich gavefour points for hisargument. The
first point is that of ensoulmcnt. Ensoulmcnt is that period when the unborn re
ceives its soul. Ostrich points out that there
arc nine months that are involved with
conception and that there is no scientific
proof that there is life at conception. He
also points out that theCatholic Church did
not outlaw abortions until two or three
hundred years a go. The second point he
gave was that of the women's right to have
autonomy over her own body. The third
point is thatabortion is not aregular form of
birth control. He states that he has not met
one women that says th at she cannot wait
until her next abortion. His fourth point
contains two religious messages. The first
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is that God wants us to be responsible for
ourselves and thesecond is thebasic differ
ences between two religious viewpoints.
The next speaker was Eckberg. She
feels that the S3.6 million dollars of federal
funds have been wasted on birth control,
family planning, research, and education in
human sexuality. Sheproposes that we take
some of the funds away from the organiza
tions and use them to counsel pregnant
women on " the scientific facts of within
her," prenatal care, and to help involve the
father and,if possible, thewomen's parents
in the b irth. She also feels that abortion
clinics should be compelled to operate at
the same standards as any safe outpatient
surgical center. Abortions should be out
lawed after the t wentieth week, exceot in
photo by C. Elizabeth Rodgers
the cases where the mother will die or The SGA sponsored debate was well attended by an enthusiastic crowd
irrapairable damage will occur. Two physi
mind: "...and if we have time andIdoubtif
cians should be on hand to give the baby that there is an option.
After Summers finished his remarks, we will, you will have the opportunity to
every chance at life. Abortions for choos
Dr. Kearnes informed the audience that ask questions." This made several mem
ing sexual preference should be outlawed
there was no time for questions and thanked bers of the audience upset, with one com
and minors should recieve parental notifi
the audience for attending. This comment menting that it was " a sham that there was
cation and consent (preferably consent)
which Kearnes had made at the beginning no question ailu
. 0Someone
andailswlJ
answer, U1I1C
time iCU
left.
before an abortion is performed.
ople's planned this from the beginning."
The fourth and final speaker was Sum of thedebate spring back into a few pe
mers. He stated that abortions tend to be
safer w hen they are legal,as black market
operations are more likely to crop up if
abortions are illegal. He also feels that the
Pro-Choice movement is more Pro-Life
than Pro-Life. He stated that Pro-Choice is
not recommending or urging abortions, only

^Sayings of the Wise by Joseph Babula

If you treat every situation as a life and death
matter, you'll die a lot of times. (Harper & Row)

CLASSIFIEDS^CLASSIFIEDS
* Al l of the below classifieds, denoted with
the O.were placed thru the ASC plac
ement
office, which can furthur assist you in your
search for employment now and upon
graduation. Located in the Admin. Bldg

*CLERICAI
Independent Life InsuranceCashier/Secretary-234-0644
Inco Services-Clerical964-2664
Chatham Loan Co.-Clerical236-8168
rudential-Bache Sercurities354-0141
Savannah LaboratoriesReceptionist-354-7858
*SALES
Savannah Science MuseumSales-927-5261
*MANAGFMFNT
Butler/Hot Feet-Store
Manager-352-28839

*MISC
Savannah Evening PressCarrier & District Mgr 236-0271 Ext. 352
Jad Luggage- Stockboy355-9933
White Bluff Presbyterian
Church-Nursery worker927-1731
Beatrice Hunt Wesson-Utility
Operator-233-7911
Nabisco-Warehouse helo233-4931
Babysitter-Isle of Hope Area352-3244
Revco Drugs-Pharmacy
Technician-964-6712

PAID ADS
B ™ i 'j32 oonT

MONEY

READING

.(,)6„^rETBrs'-

TSB2ED
PcTsl™„~
D-™s

Merecedes, Corvettes rha

*FOOP SFRVinr
Weekday Cafe-Sandwich
Maker-352-8216
Krispy Chic-all positions-apply
in person

^

'

^

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTFD
Nanny/Childcare positions available. Full
time live in situations with families in the
BOSTON area. Includes room and board,
automobile, insurance. Salary ranges
from $150 to $300 per week. Great way
to experience Boston families, culture,
history, and beaches. Call or write THE
HELPING HAND, INC. 25 WESTSTREET
BEVERLY FARMS, MA. 01915. 1-800356-3422.
MEDICAL STUDENTS
Need Cash? Cantafford medicalschool?
Achieving your goal of becoming a
physician can be a difficult and cos tly
task. The U.S. Navy Medical Corpshasa
way for you to realize your ambition and
relieve you of the financial burdenof your
medical education. Call 1-800-922-2135
m SC or 1-800-845-5640 inGA, M-F, 8:00
AM - 4:30 PM.

Cruise Ship Jobs

HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
»_ ear Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
'OUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL,
excellent My plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
*—ALL NOW! Call refundable.

1-206-736-0775. Ext.826J

Jobs in Alaska

a™V,

ll'r™Gt G 0 TTme"1 |obs
6 9 4

602-838-8885. Ext R18201

°a" 1"

Pressor. Csll MSB ZttrZ'pM "

HIRING Men - Women « Summer/
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING,
LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION
up to $ 600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board. CALL NOW! Call refundable

1=206-736-0775. Ext. 826H
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A look ahead and parting shots 'tntramurals
or How a soon-to-be alumni sees the future at ASC
Flag football champions

we are conceding the fact that a university
south of Athens is necessary. And seeing as
how universities are kind of scarce in these
After four years of involvement and parts, there's going to be a lot of questions.
being in the nitty -gritty at ASC, I've seen Tomorrow's student leaders will have to
alot. The enrollment continues toskyrocket, know the answers, or at least where to go to
a minority has been elected to the top SG A get them. Adjustments are going to be
spot, student government association made throughout the ASC campus, and
elections seem toget more and more volatile student leaders are going to have to have the
every year, and the fountain - the bastion knowledge and the fortitude to face and
symbol of academic excellence that it is - is attack them.
forever being worn down with a new load
But the student leaders aren't going to
ofsoap suds every week. I'veseenitall. So be able to face these changes alone. They
I wasn' t too surprised when a good friend of are going to rely on others for
mine (I forget his name) came up to me last recommendations and guidance. That's
week with a deep and thoughtful question. where the students who aren't in leadership
"Bill," he said, "you've been around positions come in.
Armstrong fo r four years now. You've
Now I'm not saying there's anything
seen a lot of things. What can I do to best wrong with not being a student leader. If
prepare for life in the next decade?"
you don't have the time to put into a CHAOS
That was a good one. What can anyone position, or the SGA Treasurer's spot, or
do to prepare for life in the next decade? I the head-honcho job at the Inkwell, that's
had never thought about anything quite so understandable — mos t students don't. But
philosophical, so abstract. I knew that if I don't let an SGA election go by, an issue
thought about this one too hard, I'd probably come up, or an activity be produced without
pull my hypothalamus gland. The most the slightest inkling of input from you.
abstract thing I usually think about is trying Make a difference!
A good friend of mine once said that
to come up with new styles of slam dunks
there are three kinds of people in the world:
for the annual Inkwell Slammafest.
But this question wasn't that hard. I those who make things happen, those who
mean, think about it. Increases, decreases, watch things happen, and those who
new people in old places - if there's ever wondered what happened. This friend of
been a constant in life, it's change. mine is now long-gone and I think of those
Something, somewhere is going to be words of his every day. (He's not dead Just
changing, and it's going to affect someone. living in Ohio, which, I'm told, is pretty
So prepare for change in the next decade. damn close.) Now, more than ever, is the
The best ways to prepare for change is 1) time for you to be one of the few that make
expect it; you know it's going to happen, things happen. You just don't realize the
and 2) make a difference, be a part of that wealth of untapped resources and friendly,
change. Have a say-so in what is going on guiding people on campus. Take advantage
of them! Use them like a wet-wipe! That's
in the world.
In the next few years, things are going to what they are here for, to assist you. And
happen that are going to affect the way we when the timecomes, give alittle something
all live — recent events in East Germany back. Vote in the SGA elections. Go talk
substantiate that. This is no time to be an toacounseloraboutcareerdecisions. Come
outand witness the crowning of a newMiss
innocent bystander in the world.
Okay, maybe East Germany is a little ASC. Get help from a tutor in the writing
far away. Too far, you might say, that center. Cast your vote for theHomecoming
anything you do won't make a difference. Queen. Write an editorial letter to the
Maybe so. But closer to home, things are Inkwell. Making a difference on campus
going to take place that are going to affect can make a difference in your life and will
prepare you for change. Trust me.
the way college students will learn.
Enrollment in college campuses
* * *
nationwide is increasing every year, and
Armstrong is no exception. More students
I'd like to take this chance to indulge
mean larger classes which mean a growing
myself a bit. There have been a lotofpeople
campus which means student leaders are
here at ASC who have affected my life and
going to need to be more in touch with the
the way I will think forever in the future.
students' needs (more so in the next decade
Thanks to: Dr. Roth. Mr. Martin. Dr.
than ever). This increase will also introduce
Strozier, David Letterman, IIans and Franz.
a whole new wave of needs and phi losophies
Bruce Hornsby, Crowded House the
that no one hasever even considered. ASC s
Romantics. R.E.M.. and Aretha Franklin
future student leaders — or current student
(WHAAchoo want!)- Btit a special thanks
leaders look ing for an extension on their
goes out to my home-boys!girls and
terms — are going to need to be aware of
partners-in-crime: the CHAOS gang,
these new id eas and willing to accept the
especially Dr. Buck.Wes.Terri.Lynn. Mich
responsibility of tr ying to meet them.
Robert "Da Prez" S., Ronbo, Jimbo. Vick,
Perhaps the biggest change that is goi ng
Dandy Sandy S., and Uncle Al...you guys
to affect the ASC Campus is the new Georgia
are the greatest friends and family tuition
Southern University. Yeah, I know, I know. can buy! I'm pumped, I'm psyched, I m
It really is kind of hard to swallow for us
soooo excited.. J'mouta here!
crazy Maroon-and-Gold-Goonies, but even
by Michael West

-for the tournament-

Men
Gold Division: Road Warriors
Maroon Division: Dropouts

Women
New Breed
Representing ASC in the state tournament will
be Longshots and New Breed for the men and
I Longshots for the women.

You worked on that golden-tan all summer.

Now Keep It' ^
•

sssssss •

'ride Pqiffife Sgi
Bac^-fo-Sifhool Tanning
' 12-sessions

11400 Abercorn at Largi
10512 Abercorn Ext.
927-9386
Offer expires: November 30, 1989
927-3957

37
38
40
42

Compass point
Prophet
Stories
Babylonian
deity
43 Mistake
45 Sowed
47 Encountered
49 Sluggish
50 Make ready
54 Contort
57 Vast age
58 Slogan
60 Regret
61 Marry
62 Guide
63 Conducted

ACROSS

1 Acto rs' org.
4 W anders
9 Unit of Siam ese
currency
12 Goddess of
healing
13 Furnish with
money for
support
14 E quality
15 Take from
17 Room hangings
19 Word of s orrow
21 Japanese
outcast
22 Keeps
25 Begin
29 Article
30 Conspiracies
32 Insignia
33 Possessive
pronoun
35 More certain
1

2

3

12

DOWN

1
2
3
4

1

23

29

•

•_

1
•1

7

•

2/

•
"

•
46

48

1

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

26

36

35

47
52

"

32

44 1

51

10

9

21

31

3.
62

•"• 54
53

59

Sailor: colloq
Attempt
Strike
Strokes
Pig's nose
Lift
Go in
11
Strip of leather
Devoured
Hindu queen
Walk on
Trades for
money
34 Weight of India
28 | 36 House seller
39 Frolic
41 Winter
precipitation
44 Paper measure:
pl
46 Spin
48 Jog
50 Church bench
51 Fish eggs
52 Goal
53 French for
"summer
ob |
55 Petition
56 Spread for
drying
59 Symbol for
tellurium

Switch position
Sum up
Additional
Hits hard: slang
Simian

18

30

43

61

5
6
7
8
9

"

•

39

38

5*

6

20

3.

33

50

5

3

19
22

Stitch
Ventilate
Massive
Sells to
consumer

16

15

The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle

1

55

63

10
11
16
18
20
22
23
24
26
27
28
31
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A farewell to Michael West
year. As election committee chairman, he
attempted to keep mudslinging and nega
tive campaigning out of last years cam
It is fitting that an article bidding fare paigns, while overseeing fair balloting
well to one of the most creative and active during the elections.
students at Armstrong in the last few years
West has also made a tremendous con
be placed on a page entitled "Humor." Mi tribution to the school as a CHAOS leader
chael West deserves that fate.
for the past three summers. CHAOS is the
West will graduate (hopefully) in De school's freshman orientation program
cember as an English major wi th a minor in conducted over the summer to help fresh
communications and a slew of exper
iences. men learn the ropes and register before the
Anyone who has worked with West over real chaos of late registration. Not only has
the last few years will be witnesses to the he had an effect on the lives of the entering
incredible talent that he unleashes at a flick freshmen but also the other CHAOS lead
of the wrist, and those cohorts will also ers who worked with him over the years.
make big wagers on his future.
The last note to his resume could well be
During his time at Armstrong, West has his active participation in intramurals of the
held a wide variety of o ffices and lcader- past few years. Not a sport went by that
shippositions, leaving his very distinguish West didn't try to win the T-shirt. This past
able mark wherever he has been. He served fall he captained the Trojans to a perfect
as editor-in-chief of The Inkwell during record of 0-10, but he noted the season a
1987-88, lampooning his way through success since the team will receive the first
deadlines, and it seems that he has always round draft choice next year despite losing
other students."
been contributing to the paper as a staff his multi-positional talents.
member.
He has worked on Calliope
"I can very safely say that my job would
Perhaps, it is best to get an idea of who
several times as art editor and technical West was through those who had to work have been alot less interesting over the last
consultant in 1986-87 and 1988-89 respec with him on several occasions. After all, four years without Michael," added Harris.
tively. To complete the hat trick, West has these are the people who have seen West in
He has got an attitude that will help him no
worked on The Geechce staff since 1987, action — creating, innovating, joking, and, matte what he decides to do in life."
and he has worked as layout assistant on lastly, working.
Dr. Joe Buck, vice-president for student
Students Illustrated.
A1 Harris, director of student activities, affairs, has enjoyed watching West "grow
West also worked within the Student has probably worked with West more than from a typical 18-year-old to a mature young
Government Association and the College anyone else on campus, and he doesn't hesi man, who knows what he wants to do in
Union Board last year, serving as CUB's tate to compliment the work that he has life."
special events chairman and SGA's elec seen West turn out: "He has definitely been
Buck, who has worked with West and
tion committee chairman. The job he did as the most creative intern I've worked with! his escapades during three CHAOS sum
special events chairman resulted in most of Talented. Creative. Articulate — that's mers, recalled that "he and I haven't had
the concerts, lectures, and miscellaneous something that impresses me alot about any maturity talks over the last few years "
events that took place over the course of the him — he can express his ideas better than
There are 3700 students at ASC. I'd
like to have 100 just like him, though we
probably couldn't stand it,"remarked Buck.
Robert Spaulding, president of the Stu
dent Government Association, tried to
capture the essence of West in one sen
tence: "His antics will never be forgotten
due to his subliminally instilling illogical
nonsense into the individuals that he enby Ron Spcir, Jr.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

The official Inkwell
Top Ten List

From the home office in Pooler
Top ten reasons for coming back for winter quarter:

photo by C. Elizabeth Rodgers

counters." When pressed for an anecdote
that could be published, the hard p ressed
Spaulding came close, recalling an ad-lib
that West used in one of the CHAOS skits
—"That went over about as well as a fartin
a church."
It is without doubt that West will be
missed by many people at ASC. Many
have asked instructors to fail him in a class
so that he will be around the rest of the year,
while others have tried to pay-off some to
insure this doesn't happen. There will be
no more perfectly timed wise cracks, late
nights in the MCC, games of Office Ball,
dodging class and homework, writing top
ten lists in Shakespeare, and any o ther
mischievous activities of any sort—well at
least not as a college student where you can
get away with it.
Mike, we're all going to miss having
you around, and having witnessed it over
the years, we know that you can do any-.
thing that you want to. Go for it — Good
luck! •

10. Annual Homecoming Erotic Film Festival
9. Rob Lowe to fulfill some of his community service requirements
as part of CUB lecture series
8. Watch the tensions build as March 17 approaches
7. SGA plans a Coke-Pepsi debate: "Which cola do I choose?"
6. Enjoy the fun and frolics of the world famous Groundhog Dav
Celebration
5. No Atlanta Falcon's football to distract Sunday studies
4. Shakespeare not offered in Winter Quarter
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3. Panhellenic Valentine's Day kissing booth
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2. To watch Jim & Vicki on Valentine's Day
1. Mike West will be long gone!!!
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ARM-IN-ARM

by Michael West

by Mark Weitzman
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by Michael West
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Have a
Merry
Christmas
and a Happy
New Year
from The
Inkwell staff

NO EXIT by Erik Andresen

9-oo AMARRIVE at OFFICE
stare at WALL

1155 AM-

10 OO AM
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STARlNiq-
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I rue clueless MAi.es son*
fWRASE1
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"WHEN HE LL FREEZES OVER/ "I'M ^ETTIM^" A TbuCEMAN?

Remember:
Don't drink &
drive.

"I'M NO T THAT P RJNK/—

"WHAT'S THAT AWFdL SMaL. " | HATE ALL MEN/"
"So, OR I'LL UNLEASH M V PITBULL
"VOU LOOK LIKE VoPA.'"
«l KNOW KARATE.'"
" p i g / P I E / PIE-' PIE- 1 ? I E - ^ l E - ~ .
"I'M LEAVING BEFoRE T THRoW UP.-

Y

^

"lo Be GodTiduep?|

e
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iNTERPRrmTfON-:
'N7EKKKEWOH

*"THAT DEPENDS.'"
FoR A MAN IN UNIFbRM.'9
»."BuV
ME
PRiNK.'"
3(JV ME AA P
RiNK/"
^I
REAUV NOTICE <rboR AFTERSHAVE.'"
»"TEACH ME LOVE/"
'
-M«\ LIKE PETS/'

-^'AREN'T 90U A MoViE STAR?"
I»" I'M INTO POMIMATON/"
-+TRL'M SETTING- EXCLTEPT
-•"COME ON- LET'S SO To MV PLACE/" @|
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1988-89 Geechees
are still available in the
student activities office

"Relatively speaking,
ArtCarvedhas
the best deal on gold.'
SaveUpTo$80
on Gold Kings

more, your ArtCarved
gold ring is sosuperbly
crafted, it's protected
by a Full Lifetime
Warranty. Style,
selection, and
savings of up to
$80 are all the
right elements to
make now the time
to buy your college ring.
Ask how you can save on
gold accessories, too.

Go ahead, ask anybody,
It doesn't take an
Einstein to figure out
now's the time to buy
»V*-..
your college ring.
i
Choose a ring from a
'
company with a real
genius for designing and
crafting the hottest-looking
styles for both men and
women. What's

you Are
CordiaCCy Invited...

To the Commencement
Ceremonies of
MichaeC T,.West, Jr.
you ve tqiown him, you've hiked him a
hot. 9fow come say "Shasta ha vista, 6aby"
to MichaeC West, Jr. on graduation
night, 'December 8, 1989, the ASC fine
Arts Center.
Afterwards, sit around, give him
expensive gifts * and tadlf about ad of the
times you ve had zvith him over drinks
and soft music at Chucffe's on LaKoche

A RT(7IRVED
x

ASC Bookstore
Location

Avenue.

COLLFfiF
IPW/pi DV
COLLEGE JEWELRY

Tuesday, November 28

10-3
Time

Smalt to me.diu.rn •sized Household appliances

$15.00

or cash equivalents thereof.

Paid for by the Committee to Send
Michael West to Grad School

